Fun Stampers Journey is excited to partner with PanPastels. We are the first Direct Sales crafting company to offer a crafting collaboration such as this.

PanPastels are an artist quality soft pastel that comes in a uniquely designed pan tray. PanPastels are a dry color application that applies like a fluid paint. Each color pan offers a concentrated pigment color that stays true to color even when exposed to light and are fully erasable. These unique qualities offer countless color palette combinations when mixed together.

The Fun Stampers Journey PanPastels are individually packaged in four color family combinations. Each color combination comes ready to use with its own Soft Tools. We have also added an additional single PanPastel to each color palette.

In addition to these color rich combinations, we offer three add-on options:

- **Journey Colorless Blender (JM-0095)**
- **Journey Brush Gold (JM-0096)**
- **Journey Brush Silver (JM-0097)**

A special tools add-on is also available:

---

**KNOWLEDGE GUIDE**

Limeade Splash (JM-0113)
Lemon Grass (JM-0110)
Hazelnut Blend (JM-0112)
Raspberry Berry (JM-0111)
Confectionary Days PanPastels (JM-0079)
Mother Nature PanPastels (JM-0080)
Party Pop PanPastels (JM-0081)
Rich Sorbets PanPastels (JM-0082)

---
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**USE**

- Use PanPastel colors "dry" for the benefits of wet paint without the hassle and very low dust for a cleaner, more pleasant working environment.

- Apply with no drying or preparation time needed. Simply lift the color from the pan using a Soft Tool to start painting immediately.

- The pigment color formulation blends beautifully for endless color blending options.

- Apply and mix (dry) pastel color just like paint; no solvents, water or other special mediums are needed.

- To set colors on project, buff with paper towel; this will burnish color into the cardstock.

- PanPastels are a very forgiving medium. Use any eraser to correct mistakes or remove the color. An eraser can also be used to create highlights and for subtractive drawing techniques.

**CARE**

- If a bit of one color accidentally gets mixed with another color inside a pan, simply wipe off the incorrect color and continue using.

- Clean sponges by simply running them under water.

**STORAGE**

- PanPastels arrive in a unique and convenient pan format and placed into a palette tray for ease of transport.

- The pan format protects the colors.

- The pan format keeps them clean and separate from each other.

- The PanPastel pans thread on top of each other making it easy to store and organize.

- Each pan palette comes with one lid to assist with removing individual pans to use when stacked.

**TRY THIS!**

- Ink Resist
  Stamp image onto cardstock using Clear Pigment Ink and sponge PanPastel color over image.

- Stenciling
  Place stencil on top of cardstock/base and sponge PanPastel over stencil.

- Ombre
  Sponge multiple colors right next to each other and easily blend the colors together.